Rosie the Penguin is a character in our web comic series, "Rosie & Gibbs." She is named after a British explorer and polar adventurer, Rosie Stancer. Among her many adventures, Stancer is well-known for getting first place in the McVitie's All Women's Penguin Polar Relay in 1997. In 2003, she skied solo and without resupply to the South Pole. Hauling a sledge more than twice her body weight for over 1,000 kilometers, she smashed previous speed records by seven days.

Snowflake cutting tips:
- Use small scissors!
- Crease the edges of each fold with a pencil or the scissors' handle to decrease chance of paper slipping while cutting.
- Print on thinner paper for easier cutting.
- Cut the inner detail work first, then unfold once to do the outside cuts.

1.) fold along the lines  •  2.) cut out the gray sections  •  3.) unfold!